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PRIMITIVE WAYS OF THINKING.

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO NEGATION AND CLASSIFICA-

TION.

BY JOSIAH ROYCE.

A GREAT deal of attention has been given in recent discussion

both to the history and to the psychology of the primitive

intellect. In particular, much has been written concerning the

early history of those mental processes which have gradually led

from very crude beginnings to the development of our modern

sciences. Man learned to think in ways that grew to be very elab-

orate long before they became very fruitful. The history of human

error is far more extended than is the history of science. Yet from

the outset mental processes were going on upon whose results the

whole intellectual life of the civilized man has depended. The psy-

chology of these processes forms a fascinating study, and there are

two aspects of this primitive thinking which have attracted, so far,

especial attention, as throwing light upon the early developments of

the human mind. The first of these two aspects is suggested by the

phenomena known as savage animism. The second aspect is found

exemplified by the magic of early peoples.

Both animism and magic have been elaborately analyzed by

students of anthropology. Their psychological motives and condi-

tions have been extensively discussed. These two aspects of primi-

tive thinking are, however, not the only ones which seem to me to

be important as means of investigating the ways by which man
learned the art of thinking about the world and about himself.

I wish, in this essay, to attract some attention to the intellectual

significance of a third aspect of primitive mental life. This third
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aspect has indeed been well recognized as a factor in early religion

and culture. But it has usually been considered with reference

rather to its ethical and religious relationships than with reference

to its bearing upon the beginnings of science. I propose to con-

sider it from the latter point of view, and to trace some of its con-

nections with the origin of the methods of exact thought.

Every modern reader of anthropology has heard of the customs

and beliefs that center about the word tabu. The word itself is

borrowed from the Polynesians, amongst whom tabu was so highly

developed. Robertson Smith showed, however, that customs of an

essentially similar character played a great part in the history of

the Semitic religions. Frazer has collected a vast mass of material

relating to tabus as they are found amongst the most various

peoples and as they concern both the use of words and the customs

connected with royal and priestly personages. At the present time

so many writers have discussed the subject, that the importance of

tabu as a factor in all primitive religion and custom may be regarded

as generally known and as well established. Even our own more

ancient customs are full of tabus, as we all know. The Polynesians

were technically right when, after the missionaries came, the natives

learned to call Sunday the Christian tabu-day.

The euphemisms of our speech and the forms of etiquette con-

stantly remind us how much of the type of tabu we still retain and

prize in our customs, even where the original meaning has gone

out of the acts in question. Decided traces of the original meaning

also survive, although perhaps in some highly idealized form, not

only when we more or less superstitiously fear to mention possil>lc

evils too plainly, but also when we rationally reverence as sacred

any ritual, or any altar, or even any object of private and personal

flevotion, and when we accordingly avoid acts that wc regard as

profaning the place or the form that we prize.

Tabu, then, is something very wide-spread and human in its

nature. Plainly it has greatly influenced the development of con-

duct, of morality, and of religion. But we usually think of the

savage forms of tabu as of something that, like any expression of

primitive superstition, must be essentially opposed to habits of clear

thinking. When an object or a place was tabu to a savage, he re-

garded it as the dwelling place of mysterious and dangerous powers.

He was hindered, accordingly, as we very naturally suppose, from

conceiving it as it really was. He was led to a false view of its
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place in the world. He was prevented, by his very dread, from in-

vestigating its true nature and its literal relations.

Mr. F. B. Jevons, in his Introduction to the History of Religion,

speaks of "the vicious circle with which tabu surrounds the savage."

"The very life of tabu as an institution," says Mr. Jevons, "depends

upon the success with which it forbids the appeal to experience and

prevents experiments from being made." The savage, as our author

points out, "dares not make the experiments which, if made, would

enlighten him. Even if accidentally and unintentionally he is led

to make such an experiment, instead of profiting by the experiment,

he dies of fright as did the Australian slave who ate his master's

dinner ; or if he does not die, he is tabued, excommunicated, out-

lawed ; and his fate in either case strengthens the original respect

for tabu."

Thus tabu would appear to have been a great barrier in the

way of human knowledge. Its intellectual value would so far seem

to have been very small. Its true value would apparently be found,

if at all, on the religious and moral side, as an education in reverence

and a sort of primitive self-discipline whereby man learned self-

restraint, and whereby also, as Jevons ingeniously points out, he

was early led to identify his private interests with the social welfare.

For since tabu was always infectious and passed from any object

to the man who touched it, the dangers of violating a tabu were

at once personal dangers and a menace to the whole social environ-

ment ; so that thus the savage learned to think of the interest of

others as being also his own.

Yet I am not disposed to admit that the value of tabu is con-

fined to its religious, its ethical and its practically disciplinary in-

fluences. That it taught self-restraint and was a schoolmaster to

lead towards a higher morality and to prepare the mind for a more

ideal conception of sacredness, I fully recognize. But I also see

good ground for the thesis that tabu involved a logical as well as

an ethical discipline, and was a preparation for exact thinking as

well as for a better ordered living. That like other superstitions

it contained a "vicious circle" I fully admit. That it hindered ex-

periment is true. But there remains to the end, in our narrow lives,

a certain opposition between what trains us for the careful study

of experience and what tends to develop our formally logical

powers. There is no reason, then, why the very tabu which was

indeed a barrier in the way of closer acquaintance with nature

should not have been even from the outset a means of beginning,

and even to some extent of educating, a certain formal exactness
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of thinking which was, in its place, an intellectual acquisition of

serious worth and of momentous consequences.

I desire then to show, so far as my fragmentary collection of

the materials will permit, that the mental processes connected with

tabu were of some importance in developing in man's life that tend-

ency to sharp distinctions and to precise classifications upon which

a great deal of the logical structure of our sciences now depends.

In order to make out my case I shall indeed be obliged to mention

other primitive beliefs and practices beside those directly connected

with tabu, for these other primitive beliefs and practices, as we shall

see, involve essentially the same intellectual processes, namely the

processes that consist in making negative judgments, in opposing

sharply one plan of action to another, in denying, in forbidding,

and also in doing upon occasion the precise opposite of all these

things, that is, in setting aside negations, conflicts, or prohibitions.

Tabu is merely one notable case in which mental processes of this

general type became prominent in primitive thought. The processes

in question may be called, in general, those which are marked by a

consciousness of negation. In all such processes, one says "No,"

and is highly conscious of the fact, and, upon occasion, is also con-

scious of denying his denial, of saying "No" to his previous "No."

just as a New Zealander did when, by a special incantation, he re-

moved a tabu.

Now, for the purposes of the present paper it is this mental

process, this consciousness of negation, whose presence in primitive

thought and whose value for the history of the human intellect I

want to point out. For this same purpose I am of course little in-

terested here in the special forms and motives of tabu as such ; and so

I am quite ready to class with the phenomena of tabu any other

primitive activities and beliefs that were equally marked by the

consciousness of negation. Accordingly, such incantations as remove

a tabu interest me here quite as much as does the tabu itself. Magic

formulas that are especially intended as counter-charms, whereby

an opposing magician may be defeated, are phenomena that involve,

for my purpose, essentially the same intellectual process as is in-

volved in conceiving the nature of a tabu. And all omens and por-

tents that tell you what you are not to do; divinations tliat warn

you by means of lucky and unlucky numbers, days, or constella-

tions ; amulets that guard against evil influences : all these for my
purpose are j)henomena of primitive thinking that belong, as far as

their crude logic is concerned, in the same general class with the

phenomena of tabu.
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I propose then to show that in the case of all these types of phe-

nomena mental processes were involved which had a very real value

as beginnings of a sort of thinking upon which our later exact sci-

ences depend. I mention tabu first among the types in question

because of its especially marked and interesting character. I shall,

however, freely use the other types just referred to whenever they

prove helpful.

II.

Let me begin my list of instances of the relations between the

primitive consciousness of negation and more advanced scientific

thinking by citing a curious remark that appears in an old Greek

scholion on Euclid's geometry. The scholion in question is attributed

to Proclus. It certainly is due to some late Greek thinker who knew
about Pythagorean traditions.^ This commentator was writing about

that theorem of Euclid's tenth book which demonstrates the incom-

mensurability of the side and the diagonal of a square. And in

order to make clear the force of what the scholion says, I must first

briefly state the contents and the proof of that theorem. It was

the expression of an early and a very remarkable result of Greek

geometry which Euclid merely repeats in his treatise on geometry.

The theorem had been discovered by some early member of the

Pythagorean school, at a time which may not have been much later

than 500 B. C.

If you draw any square on paper, and then draw a diagonal in

the square, and next erect upon that diagonal a new square, it is not

very difficult to make out, even by the use of mere inspection, that this

square erected upon the diagonal is precisely twice the area of the

original square. For a modern student, accustomed to our own
arithmetical methods, the road is hereupon not long to the conclusion

that if the side of the square is regarded as of unit length, i. e.,

is a foot or any other unit in length, then the diagonal has a length

equal to the square root of two times this unit. Now the square root

of two is what we all learn in our elementary arithmetic to call

an irrational or surd expression. You can, as they say, compute

this square root of two approximately to any number of decimal

places, but you cannot express its value exactly by any decimal frac-

tion, however numerous be the decimal places that you use, nor

can any fraction with a whole number for its numerator and a whole

number for its denominator be made precisely equal to the square

^ My citation is made from Moritz Cantor's Geschichte der Mathematik
(ist ed.), Vol. I, p. 155 et seq. Cf. also Benno Kerry, System einer Theorie
der Grenzbegriffe, p. 141.
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root of two. The square root of two is therefore no rational frac-

tion. We moderns have learned to g^ive it a place in our system

of number as what we call an irrational fraction, so that we may
say that the diagonal of a square has, when compared with the

side of the same square, a relation to that side which only an irra-

tional number can express.

We can also state the same result by saying that the diagonal

and the side of the square are incommensurable. That is, no com-

mon unit could be found which would be contained a whole number

of times in the side of the square, and which would then be exactly

contained some whole number of times in the diagonal. Seek for

such a common measure, by dividing the side of the square into a

great number of parts, say into a million or a billion of parts, and

by then selecting one of them as your proposed measure. This new

unit would go into the side of the square a definite whole number

of times, a million or a billion as the case may be. But when applied

to the diagonal, and taken a sufficient whole number of times, it

would always either fall short of the length of the diagonal or else

would exceed that length. Never, by whatever whole number you

might multiply it, would it yield a length precisely equal to that of

the diagonal.

Now this remarkable property of the diagonal and side of an\-

square, namely that they are of incommensurable lengths, was what

the early Pythagorean geometer discovered. Only, since the earl\-

Greeks lacked our highly developed system of decimal and other

such fractions, and had yet to learn what could be meant by the con-

ception of the square root of two, our geometer had to make his

discovery in a much more primitive way than is needed by a modern

student. Yet his reasoning was highly exact, and it forms a classic

instance of the sort of proof called the reductio ad absurdion. We
know through Aristotle- that the proof later given by Euclid was

the one that this early Pythagorean must have used. He reasoned

thus

:

First, as he showed, the square on the diagonal is in area pre-

cisely twice the original square. He then proceeded by saying: Sup-

pose that the diagonal and the side of the square were commensurate,

that is, suppose that there existed some common unit of length so

small that it was exactly contained a whole number of times in the

side, and a certain other whole number of times in the diagonal of

the square. I.et the whole numbers in question be any that you

please, let us say s for the number of times that the supposed unit

*Anal. Prior., I, 23. See Cantor, loc. cit.
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was contained in the side of the square, and d for the number of

times that the same unit was contained in the diagonal of the square.

Then the side would be s units long, and the diagonal would be d

units long. The ratio of their lengths would then be expressed by

the improper fraction d/s. This fraction we could now suppose

to have been first reduced to its lowest terms. In other words, we
could suppose our common unit so chosen that d and .y might be

whole numbers that have no common factors. The area of the

original square would hereupon be equivalent to s- units of surface.

The area of the square constructed on the diagonal would be d'-

units of surface. Meanwhile the numbers s^ and d^, being the

squares of whole numbers, would themselves of course be whole

numbers ; and because the square described upon the diagonal is

twice the original square, the number d'^ would be equal to precisely

twice the number s^. All this follows at once upon supposing that

the whole numbers d and .y exist.

It follows also of course, that the number d^, being twice an-

other whole number s-, must be an even number. But if d^ is an even

number, it is certain that d itself is also an even number. For it is

not hard to see that the squares of even numbers are even, while

the squares of odd numbers are odd. Hence d, if it exists at all,

is an even number. Consequently s, which by hypothesis has no

factor in common with d, must be an odd number. This is our first

result. It follows directly from the relations between the two

squares.

But now, on the other hand, since d, if it exists at all, is an

even number, it must be twice some other number. Let us call this

new number n. Then d is equal to twice n. Hence d" is equal to

four times n-. But, once more, since the square on the hypothenuse

is twice the original square, d- is twice s-, and hence, since d' is now
equal to four times n^, it follows that 4n- = 2s^. Hence s- is equal

to one-half of 4n^, or is equal to 2n-. But 2w'' is twice the whole

number rr. Hence 2n- is an even number. Hence, however, s-,

which equals 2m-, is an even number. Thus, by this reasoning, it fol-

lows that S-, and consequently it also follows that s, is an even

number.

We have now shown that if our original hypothesis is true,

that is, if there exists a common measure for the side and the diag-

onal of the square, then the same number, s, which measures the

length of the side of the square, must be both an odd number (since

d is even), and an even number (since its square is equal to twice

the square of that whole number n, which is half the even number
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d). But that the same whole number ^ should be both even and

odd, is an absurd and self-contradictory result. It accordingly fol-

lows that the whole numbers .? and d cannot exist at all, for if they

did exist, both of them would be even, and both of them would be

odd. Hence the diagonal and the side have no common measure.

I have dwelt upon this early instance of exact thinking, because

it shows clearly in what exact thinking consists. Our geometer dis-

covered the geometrical existence of a new and wonderful sort of

relation between the lengths of lines. He discovered that there were

two lengths which had no common measure so that no numerical

fraction could possibly express their ratio. In discovering this rela-

tion, he discovered, in effect, a new class of magnitudes, namely

the irrational magnitudes. He discovered this by finding that there

was something which you could not, must not, hope to do with the

diagonal and the side of a square, that is, you must not hope to

find for them any common measure ; and he proved this by a reductio

ad absurdum. If you supposed them to have a common measure,

you would be infallibly led to define the same whole number as both

odd and even, which is a contradiction.

Now a reductio ad absurdum is a sort of exact and rational

equivalent, in the scientific realm, of a tabu in the realm of the

savage. It is a means of discovering that there is something which

you must not do, in the way of assertion. And the penalty is the

self-destruction of the thought which undertakes to violate the

logician's tabu.

So far then for the early Greek geometer. Now for the

scholiast. "They say," declares Proclus in his commentary on

fCuclid, "that he who first brought the consideration of the irrational

out of the hidden place inlo public notice, lost his life in a shipwreck,

and this was because the unspeakable, and unimaginable ought to

remain forever hidden. They say that he who thus accidentally

touched this image of life, and removed from it the screen, was

carried away to the place of the Mothers, and there remains while

everlasting floods play around him. Such reverence these men
(who narrate this) had towards the theory of the irrational."

One sees here the reverse side of the picture. The early geom-

eter reveals the existence of the irrational. What he discovers is

indubitable ; but to ancient thought it nevertheless remains some-

thing mysterious, baffling, comprehensible only in a negative sense

through a reductio nd absurdum. He ai)proaches it in a scientific

spirit. He consequently revi'als the m\stery to the vulgar. All can

henceforth see that irrationals (\o exist. Yet none, as the Greeks
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think, can comprehend how they exist. But this man is a member
of the Pythagorean school, a company in which many traces of

primitive superstition survive. The school invents the tradition

that this rash profaner of the mysteries of the world of quantity

came to a violent end, and now is condemned in the other world to

a very stormy sort of immortality. Why? Obviously because, in

revealing such a mystery to the vulgar, he violated a tabu.

The spirit of the most exact science, and the soul of the most

primitive superstition here come into close historical contact. The
geometer translates, as it were, the rational sense that lay beneath

even savage tabu into exact terms. Tabu forbids you to touch

certain things, and thereby separates those very things into a mys-

terious and unapproachable class by themselves. The geometer,

even so, finds or creates his new class of objects, namely the irra-

tional magnitudes. These he finds to be mathematically separate

from all the rational magnitudes. He does so by discovering a

cause why you dare not, upon pain of self-contradiction, undertake

to measure the irrational in rational terms. What primitive thought

had blindly felt as a tendency to forbid acts, and thus to separate

objects from other objects, the geometer's reductio ad absurdum

now turns into an exact mode of clear and thoughtful procedure,

applicable henceforth in the whole realm of exact thinking. This

rational tabu of the reductio ad absurdum is still our most powerful

instrument of thinking upon some of the highest levels of research.

But, on the other hand, this very deed of the geometer in discovering

a class of objects thus marked off from the rest of the world of

magnitudes, reminds his mystically disposed fellows in the Pythago-

rean school all too strongly of the primitive meaning of tabu, for he

not only discovers this mysterious class of objects ; he reveals the

fact. So wonderfully separate a class of objects ought however to

have remained hidden in its primal mystery. The discoverer touches,

as it were by accident, a sacred thing. Hence he must have died

soon and must have gone to a becoming place.

A certain historical connection is thus suggested between the

motives that lead to scientific classifications, separations and prohi-

bitions, of the most exact and rational kind, and the motives which,

upon lower levels of human intelligence, take form in irrational

tabus. That this connection may have a deeper meaning, one be-

gins to think as one reflects upon the whole influence and history

of the Pythagorean school.

A partly religious, partly political, partly scientific company,

the Pythagoreans show many signs of having been influenced by
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numerous primitive ideas, and of having combined these with highly

elaborate tendencies to ingenious thoughtfulness. The life of the

Pythagorean order is frequently represented as one of elaborate

restraints and of a negative strictness of behavior. The prohibition

against eating beans which is attributed to the master is tradition-

ally founded upon motives that are precisely identical with those

known as a familiar reason for many savage tabus. Pythagoras him-

self is sometimes said to have dealt with magic. Certainly his

school tended towards the cultivation of numerous very ancient re-

ligious ideas and practices, and was fond of a practical separation

from the world. Yet this same school was of all the early Greek

schools the most disposed to formal classifications of objects and of

categories.

The Pythagoreans used the simple and precise classifications

which the elementary theory of numbers suggests, as symbols of the

classifications of reality. The method was at once fantastic and

formal. Pythagorean science was rooted in superstition and in

mathematics. Tt suggests to us, therefore, one of the ways in which

the transition was made from the one to the other.

III.

I turn from the special instance to a wider survey of the phe-

nomena of tabu. Tt is plain at a glance that every tabu involved a

classification, a mentally conceived and practically observed sepa-

ration of certain objects from certain other objects. This separa-

tion was often emphasized by erecting barriers between that which

was the locus of a tabu, and the rest of the world. The most familiar

facts regarding sacred places, regarding temples, the vicinity of

altars, sacred tracts of ground, and the e(|ually familiar isolation of

sacred persons such as kings and priests—all more or less elaborately

illustrate this principle. An object is sacred ; that is, there is some

act which T might naturally perform in its ])resence but which I must

not perform. This consciousness of the need of inhibition and of

self-restraint in presence of the object serves of itself to mark

off the object as a member of a special class. This fact, owing to

its great imp(jrtance, I tend to emphasize. The artificially added

signs, the various material reinforcements of this separation between

the object and its environment are most significant. Tlie more such

material marks are added to the object, the more impressive becomes

the very fact of its sacredncss. The result is a sort of circular

process: tabu leads to additional physical devices iov keeping the

object sacred ; the devices increase the tabu. This process, when
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reinforced by the ideas belono;ing to the reahn of sympathetic magic,

may lead to very impressive results. Since, as we have seen, the

sacred object tends to infect with the consequences of its sacred-

ness anything that is or that has been in contact with it or that even

has come to be in any too interesting way mentally associated with

it, it may have to be hidden, and as far as possible kept isolated

altogether. To see it might be to die. Its name may become as

much tabu as the object itself is; and so on indefinitely. Frazer, in

the Golden Bough, cites numerous instances of the results of this

process in case of royal and of princely persons, who were so often

of very highly sacred character.^ One classic instance is the sep-

arateness in which the Mikado used to be kept in Japan. As Frazer

cites from the words of an old traveler in Pinkerton's Voyages, the

Mikado in the seventeenth century must not touch the ground with

his feet, nor go out into the open air, nor permit the sun to shine

upon him. At a still more ancient time, according to tradition, he

used to have to sit immobile for hours together upon his throne so

as to preserve the stability of his kingdom, and for fear of injuring

his dominions by" looking too long towards a province upon one or

another side of himself.

Similar phenomena are very frequent in case of magicians. A
New Zealand tradition which I find in the semi-official work called

The Ancient History of the Maori, edited by Mr. John White of

Auckland,'' gives us a very good impression of what personal sacred-

ness used to mean amongst these highly thoughtful and tabu-ridden

savages. The story is told in the words of a Maori narrator of

the traditions of his tribe, and relates to some long past time

:

"This man Kiki (the name means stutterer) was a brave man,

and was a wizard also. He was of the Wai-kato people, and his

home was in that district ; and this is the proverb repeated by his

descendants: 'The descendants of Kiki, the tree-blighter.' The ori-

gin of this proverb was from the fact that when the sun shone

Kiki would not go out of his house, lest if he walked abroad his

shadow would fall on grass and trees, and by his shadow such

would become sacred. But his shadow made such to wither. Kiki

had a supreme knowledge of witchcraft, so he remained in his

house and seldom left it. When canoes from the upper Wai-kato

paddled down the river, going towards the sea, if such landed at

the settlement of Kiki, he did not come out of his house, so that

^ See Golden Bough, Vol. I, Chap. II : on the Mikado, p. 234 f. ; on other
royal and priestly tabus, pp. 310-450.

' See Vol. V, pp. 5S-59.
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by his presence they might not be killed ; but if he drew back the

slide-door of his house, and looked out at any visitors who might

land, such would invariably die at once. The fame of Kiki was

heard all over the country."

The story then proceeds to narrate a conflict in the art of

witchcraft between this Kiki and a certain Tamure, a wizard of

another place who, as the result proved, controlled more powerful

spells, and who visited Kiki to test their respective grades of skill.

The result was rendered harmless to the visitor by reason of the

incantations at his disposal. But Kiki died of chagrin and witch-

craft.

Now this disposition to regard sacredness as necessitating nu-

merous devices for insuring the physical separateness of sacred

objects and persons, tended to connect whatever interests, practical

or theoretical, any barriers, or walls, or enclosures, or geographical

boundaries might have for a savage, with whatever superstitions

might lead him to believe in a tabu. Thus then, for the first, phys-

ical contrasts and isolations, wherever they were of some portentous

sort, might suggest a tabu. So in the case of sacred mountains.

So in the case of sacred oases of the desert of which Robertson

Smith speaks.^ The jinn of the Arabs haunt especially "the dense

untrodden thickets that occupy moist places in the bottom of val-

leys." These places are of course very dangerously sacred, that is,

sacred to hostile supernatural powers, and not merely sacred as the

sanctuary of a friendly tribal god may be.

The. origin of the evil reputation of such places amongst the

-Arabs, Robertson Smith attributes to the frequency with which they

were the haunts of wild beasts, of whom he believes the jinn to be

the supernatural representatives. On the other hand, a tabu once

originating in any way, might serve to aid in defining a boundary

line. In this second class of cases, the value of sacredness as a means

of establishing geographical distinctions as well as political distinc-

tions in a very primitive society, appears in an interesting form in

the following instance, which is reported by the Rev. W^m. Wyatt

Gill in his Myths and Songs of the South Pacific.^ The facts are

reported regarding Mangaia, in the Hervey group of islands, a

small cluster of islands lying near 160° W and near 20° S in the

Pacific.

"The formation of Mangaia," says Mr. Gill, "is remarkably

hilly. In the middle of the island is a hill, half a mile long and 250

'^Religion of the Semites, pp. 98, 123 ff.

°Pp. 128 flf.
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feet wide, named Ranginiotia, or 'center of the heavens,' from whicli

lesser hills branch out on every side. This central hill was con-

sidered very sacred in the olden time." Mr. Gill then mentions how

the hill was formerly used as a place for binding a sacred girdle

upon warriors who were about to set out on secret expeditions. A
chief who once proposed to violate the sacredness of the hill lost

thereby his chieftainship. The reason for the sacredness of the

hill is that a god, Te-nianara-roa, "the long-lived one," lies buried

there, face downwards. The main hill is his back. A depression

to the east of it is his neck. His head is beyond the depression,

pointing towards sunrise. His legs and arms are clearly marked

by lesser ranges of hills. Now these arms and legs as well as the

head of the god serve to mark ofif the different districts into which

the island is divided. The divisions in question are named after their

relation to the parts of the long-lived one's body. A custom as to

the division of large stranded fishes or of stranded whales whose

ownership might be likely to be a topic of dispute amongst the

various tribes, was founded on the relation of the tribes to the long-

lived one's body. Thus the head of the fish went to the chiefs of

the tribes who lived beneath the god's head ; the middle to the chiefs

of the tribes who lived beside the god's back ; the tail went to those

who lived at "the sunsetting." At great feasts, etiquette required the

names of the six chiefs to be called in a fixed order, determined by

the same relations to the sacred landmark. Thus jealousies as to

precedence were avoided.

Now it would indeed be far from my present intention to make
tabu directly responsible for all or even for any great part of the

origin of the conceptions of boundary lines, and of other distinctions

relating to property rights, whether these were the boundaries of

countries or of private possessions. On the other hand, there can

I suppose be no doubt but that religious and superstitious motives of

various kinds, such as had to do either directly with sacredness, or

else with prohibitions and negations of other supernatural kinds,

were powerful auxiliaries in the development of a consciousness of

the meaning of tribal, national and personal possessions, rights and

boundaries. And what I want to illustrate is the psychological

value of tabu as an aid in bringing boundaries to clear consciousness.

To illustrate then still further. For the Semites the tribal or

national god was the owner of the whole land.'^ His tabu then in

^ Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites, pp. gi-fif. Strangers and even
victorious invaders in a land found themselves obliged to respect the tabus of
the local god.
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a sense defined the limits of the land. The tabu of a Polynesian

chief protected his property and his dwelling from intrusion. The

same holds true of course of the magicians of the type just described.

More general references appear in many of the Maori stories to

various thefts of property as violations of tabus. ^ The sacredness

of landmarks, by which a boundary is preserved, is a known fea-

ture, recognized in the laws of various peoples. The Deuteronomic

legislator of the list of curses, in Chapter 27 of that book, includes

amongst his prohibitions, enforced by direct divine penalty, the

well-known : "Cursed be he that removeth his neighbor's landmark."

In the boundary disputes between villages which appear to form

so important a part of the legal procedure of Hindu country districts,

religious sanctions play a very natural part. According to one

authoritative account of the older customs, witnesses are called in

from the neighborhood to decide the dispute. Their testimony is

given under circumstances of especial ceremonial solemnity. The

chosen witnesses wear red garments, have red crowns on their

heads, also throw earth on their heads, and march to the boundary,

which they declare. Thereafter one waits a certain time to see

whether these witnesses to the boundary meet with some mishap,

or die. In this case their decision is regarded as set aside by divine

interference."

Such are a few of the indications of the part that supernatural

prohibitions and dangers have played in aiding men to define or to

render precise their conception of property-divisions and rights.

( )nce more then talnis aid the consciousness of the distinctions and

relations of classified objects.

IV.

The relation f)f tabu to the origin and development of the con-

ception of social classes is obviously great, although here again it

wtniid be no i)art of my thesis to attribute to supernatural prohibi-

tions the principal place amongst the complex motives that lead to

social dilTcrentiatinn. T only insist that tabu not only helped to

classify society, but also (and this is my principal point) helped

early races of men to become vividly conscious of their own social

classifications. When a social distinction was for any reason already

* So, for instance, in the tale of Pulii-Iniia and Ponga, in White's Ancient
History of the Maori, Vol. IV, p. 125, wlierc tlic sacredness of the material

property of one's host is compared to the sacredness of the person of a woman
of liigh rank, to whom one of lower rank must not make love.

* See Jolly, in tlie Gnmdriss dcr indo-arischen Philologic und Altcrtlmms-

kunde, Bd. II> Heft 8, "Reciit und Sitte," p. 95.
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recognized, it often suggested a tabu. This in its turn emphasized

and helped to make clear the conception of the social distinction.

On the other hand, an already existing tabu might create a new
social class by giving rise to the very idea of that class.

Thus the relations of the sexes were profoundly influenced in

primitive life by numerous tabus. These related to the period of the

initiation of the youth into the tribe, to the conditions of relation-

ship or of tribal affinity which made marriage permissible or which

excluded it, and to the relations of each partner in marriage to the

relatives of the other, to the incidents accompanying childbirth, and

to many other matters, both when these were socially important,

and when, from our point of view, they seem unimportant. The
whole subject is a complex one, which has been much discussed.

I can here only say that supernatural prohibitions of the most varied

kind, as well as prohibitory customs that we can only conjecture to

have been in their origin tabus, had much to do with making definite

the relations of the sexes and the organization of the family. The
moral value of the results does not here concern us. I point out

that the whole process had its intellectual aspect, and that definite

social concepts seem to have often been first formulated in this Avay,

by means of prohibitions whose origin was superstitious.

Tabu also influenced in some degree the formation of castes.

This is evident from the facts already reported in the case of priests

and of chieftains and kings. In India, where the process was des-

tined to go so far, it was at every step attended by elaborate pro-

hibitions, whereby the castes were, and to-day are, kept separated

from one another. It is not unnatural that in the older literature the

sacredness of the Brahman class is especially emphasized by threats

of supernatural vengeance against whoever interferes with the Brah-

man's property. In the Atharva Veda, my colleague Professor Lan-

man has pointed out to me the hymns in the fifth book of that an-

cient scripture which recite the curses invoked upon any prince who
takes away a Brahman's cow. The hymns in question belong to

an early and comparatively simple stage of Hindu civilization. The
cow is treated as a sort of representative of all the Brahman's sacred

personal possessions. The hymns are addressed to princes and to

other powerful persons

:

"The Gods, O Prince, have not bestowed this cow on thee to eat

thereof.

Seek not, Rajanya, to devour the Brahman's cow which none may
eat.
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A base Rajanva. spoiled at dice, and ruined by himself, may eat

The Brahman's cow, and think, To-day, and not to-morrow let

me live

!

The P>rahman's cow is like a snake, charged with dire poison.

clothed with skin.

Rajanya! bitter to the taste is she, and none may eat of her.

She takes away his strength, she mars his splendor, she ruins

everything like fire enkindled.

That man drinks poison of the deadly serpent who counts the

Brahmanas mere food to feed him.
* * *

The fool who eats the Brahman's food and thinks it pleasant to

the taste,

Eats, but can ne'er digest, the cow that bristles with a hundred

barbs.

They who themselves ten hundred, were the rulers of a thousand

men
The \''aitahavyas. were destroyed for that they ate a Brahman's

cow."

The inspired seer who composed these lines, continues at what

to us seems surprising length, to set forth the further consequences

of any disrespect to the Brahman's property or person. The Brah-

man's insulters, in the next world, "sit in the middle of a stream

running with blood, devouring hair." As to the very insistent cov.-

herself, we learn repeatedly that "terrible is her cutting up." "Slie

grows eight-footed, and four-eyed, four-eared, four-jawed, two-

faced, two-tongued, and shatters down the kingdom of the mpn
wiio (loth the Brahman wrong."

Tlie interest of this eloquence lies, for us, in the fact that it

occurs early in the history of caste, and is addressed not to common
folk, but to rulers, to kings, and to men of the warrior caste in

general. But at that time these were plainly a social class not only

powerful hut in their way highly intelligent. The priestly teacher

{plainly has a hard task to impress upon them the true class-distinc-

tions. He shows accordingly how such distinctions have to be

taught to unwilling pupils, namely by the portentous logic of the

tabu.

v.

1 turn friini social distinctions to the primitive classifications of

external natural objects, and to the classifications and arrangements
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of acts that had to do with the various arts of primitive man. The

ceremonial of agriculture is well known amongst all peoples. It

has to do with the organization of the activities of those who plant

crops, who care for them, and who reap the fruits. On this side it

is an expression of what man has positively learned about the laws

of the life of cultivated plants. In addition, it is much influenced

by notions derived from sympathetic magic. But finally—and this

concerns us here—it is also marked by the presence of tabus, and of

incantations and other ceremonies to remove these tabus at a proper

time. As for the presence of the tabus, they are especially connected

with that anxiety about all kinds of live things, and with that pecu-

liar interest about the fortunes of food, which everywhere appears in

primitive life. The three early arts of war, of hunting and of

agriculture, almost equally tend to be influenced in their details by

tabus, and by a concern about omens and portents which expresses

the savage sense of the importance and the doubtfulness of these

enterprises. And as to food, it is peculiarly likely to be infected by

any contact with or relation to tabued objects. As the results are

poisonous to the eater of the food, one is constantly on his guard

against them, up to the very moment of beginning to eat. A final

incantation at the beginning of a meal is therefore needed to re-

move the last tabu from the food. And this custom it is, I suppose,

which survives in civilized religious life in the saying of grace. It

is not strange, therefore, that the growth of food-plants is subject

to tabus from planting to harvest-time. In Mr. Walter William

Skeat's Malay Magic'^^ there is an elaborate account of the cere-

monies attending the planting and the cutting of rice in the Malay

states. These ceremonies are concerned in part with the establish-

ment or with the removal of tabus, although sympathetic magic

plays a large part.

But my interest here lies in the fact that in a sufficiently primi-

tive state of agriculture the tabus and the incantations, whose ori-

gin of course lies not in knowledge but in superstition, may be so

united with one's observation of the laws of life that the tabus act

somewhat as rules of farming would do on a higher level of civili-

zation, helping one to plant and harvest at the right time and to take

good care of the crop when harvested.

The ancient Maoris had one food-plant which they very greatly

prized, the kuuiara or sweet potato. They also cultivated and stored

fern-root for food. Both plants had their types of sacredness. But
the kumara was the more important in the New Zealander's eves.

'" London, 1900, pp. 230-249.
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Ancient and bitter quarrels existetl amongst the tribes as to the

historical question, whose tribal canoe had first brought over the

kumara to Xew Zealand at the time of the legendary migration

of the fathers from the island called Hawaiki. whence, as they all

said. the\' had come. \\'ell, there was of course a month for the

])lanting- of the kumara. If one may judge by the words of an in-

cantation attributed to the demi-god Maui, this was a matter about

which practices had somewhat varied in the foretime. Maui seems

to say that it is forbidden to plant the kumara in certain months

which actually were sometimes used. In any case, he taught in-

cantations which bore upon this proper planting time, and which

were sung by the planters. The gathering and storing of the crop

were attended by special incantations, intended to remove tabus.

But all these customs were of course expressive of natural laws,

uniformities and distinctions.

There was also an ancient tabu against the storing of kumara

and fern-root together in the pits in which the Maori kept his food.

As the kumara was sweet while the fern-root had a pungent and

bitter taste and formed a decidedly astringent diet, this classifica-

tion might seem to us natural enough. But the iMaori emphasized

and justified it by elaborate references to tabus, to ancient history,

and to the gods. In fact both the kumara and the fern-root were

themselves anciently gods, children, like other gods, of the pair

Rangi and Papa, Heaven and Earth. ^^ There was an ancient en-

mity between the two plants. There is a story of a fight between

them in which the kumara was slain. The fern-root, in any case,

came to be associated in some way with the god of war. In con-

sequence, the fern-root was ordained to be the food in time of war.

( )n the other hand, the kumara was the food for times of peace.

.\s tlius sacred to peace, it was often used to establish a destructive

tabu against the war ]iartics of an enenix". "When an enemy is on

the way to attack a /^a" (that is a stockaded Maori settlement),

says one of Mr. W'liile's native informants, "ihe inhabitants of the

pa take some kumara and place them on the road over which the

enemy will come to attack them." They then chant proper incan-

tations and leave the kumara there. The result is that the war

part\' of the enemy, on reaching the sacred ])lace, become panic-

stricken and flee. A consequence of this custom was. however, as

another informant ex])lains, thai "war parties were careful not to

travel over old roads or common (racks when on a war expedition."

" Cf. as to tlicsc matters, While-. .Iiiciriil History of tlic Mnori, Vol. ill.

pp. 97-104; 1 12- 1 15.
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In fact, as one sees, it was a poor tabu which coukl not work both

ways, and of course such strategems on the part of the assaihng

war party as the avoidance of well traveled paths, could be justified

by other considerations of the warlike art than those dependent

upon the tabu. Yet the tabu helped to bring even these strategems

to consciousness. Meanwhile, it was indeed plain that so sacred

a food, and one so fatal to war parties, must be sharply sundered

in the storing-pits from the fern-root of the god of war. It was

also not surprising that one of the original canoes in which the

fathers came from Flawaiki was capsized when near the New Zea-

land shore because some one of the crew had rashly attempted to

carry fern-root in the same canoe with the kumara. One of the old

legends told at length how the effects of this mishap were counter-

acted by the voyagers.

Thus one sees how, in primitive agriculture, and in dealing

with questions of diet, natural classes of important plants, and of

foods whose taste and dietetic value were contrasted, came to clear

consciousness as distinct objects in connection with tabus. Here,

once more, tabu was a schoolmaster, to teach the beginnings of

clearer thinking about natural laws and classes.

VI.

As I said at the outset, tabu is not the only form which the

consciousness of negation takes in the primitive mind. Omens,

portents, and warnings are known to all early peoples. Psycho-

logically viewed, they are closely allied to tabus, and to the incan-

tations which remove tabus. They are signals which, for some

reason, arouse the consciousness of "yes" or "no" in the presence

of a situation wherein either an expectation or a course of action

has been so far in doubt. While the tabu is a sort of categorical

imperative, the omen or warning gives rather a sort of hypothetical

counsel. Sometimes, to be sure, the omen portends the fatal event,

which your will can in no wise alter. But if your choice is still in

question the omen is likely to have a wider range than the tabu,

a range either for interpretation or for choice. Thus the eclipse

is a bad omen either for the assailants or for the defenders in the

contest now going on,—but for whom? One day is unlucky if you

propose to go on a journey ; but it may be a safe day for }'ou if }'ou

devote yourself to work at home. If you look at the moon over

the right shoulder, the omen is good. If you look over the left

shoulder, beware. Meanwhile, omens pass over into tabus by in-

sensible stages. Friday is a day when you must not attempt any-
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thing new or important. This is equivalent to a tabu. Upon no

occasion nia\' thirteen sit down at table. Here again is a tabu. But

the omen may be wholl}- ambiguous: If Croesus begins the war, a

great kingdom will be destroyed.

In any case, however, one who considers omens is balancing

alternatives, "yes" or "no." In doing this he is closely scrutinizing

objects; and consequently (here is the mentally important feature).

he is classifyiiii:; the sii^iis tliat the objects i^k'e him. Hence the

preference of all who use divinations for a progressively more and

more elaborate division and classification of objects. As divination

usually is accompanied by the use of magic, it leads to an elaborate

classification of the spells and charms employed to combat the ettect

of evil omens. As to what classifications thus appear in conse-

quence of the study of omens, they in the first place have to do with

the actions of the seeker for signs himself. ^Movements to the right

and movements to the left, and all sorts of motor antagonisms such

as are suggested by the "yes" and "no" antagonism of the good

and evil omens, take part in the formation of the ideas of how to

counteract the efifect of evil, or to obtain good ends. How elaborate

the ideas and devices of one using spells may become, and how full

they ma\- be of thoughts regarding the manner of opposing one

spell by another, so as to say "no" to the enemy, we can see in the

hymns of the Hindu Atharva ^^eda. Here we find numerous spells

intended to counteract the spells of evil or of hostile magicians. They

show how elaborate a form the persistent consciousness of negation

or of opposition tends to give the mind of one who is beset by the

idea of saying "no" to evil omens, and to the incantations of oppo-

nents :

"Back on tlie \vi>:ar(l fall his craft.

upon tlie ciirser light his curse

!

Let witchcraft like a well wheeled car,

roll hack niioii llic sorcerer.

"Go as a son goes to his sire;

bite as a tranijiU'd \iper hites.

As ont' who llirs from ImmkI--, go l)ack,

O witclicraft. In ihc surccrcr."

l"".xpressions of this scjrt indicate the form of thought which,

to speak in Kantian terms, is im])ose(l upon phenomena 1)\ the con-

sciousness of llie magician with his opponent. Ihe world becomes

to him full of opposing paths, processes, devices. .\11 the classifica-

tions that in later religious life come to distinguish black from white

magic, saving faith from doxilish arts, orthodoxy Irom lieresN , the
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authoritative anathema of the church from the mahgnant curses of

the enemy, are founded in a consciousness of negation of the type

thus exemphfied. The imprecations of certain Psahns of the Old

Testament are expressions of a similar stage of religious conscious-

ness. By such invocations of negative spells and judgments upon

the opponent, early ideas of certain important distinctions become

clear ; and here, once more, the fury of the contending priest is a

preliminarv stage to the calmly rational clearness of the reductio ad

ahsurdwn.

Yet not only is a clearer self-consciousness prefigured and in

part educated through such processes ; a clearer consciousness of the

structure of the natural world is aided by the search which the

interpreter of omens makes for the positive and negative signs that

the world is to show to him. The Polynesians used a rude sort of

instrument that sometimes looked like a very rough mariners' com-

pass with the needle omitted.'- This had marks of some sort, such

as holes cut in a calabash, to correspond to our points of the com-

pass. The points were named after the various winds, of which the

Maoris distinguished eight and other islanders who voyaged more

constantly, still more. Now this instrument, when viewed in its

literal aspect, was a sort of memorandum of the various winds, and

a means, after the direction of the wind had once been observed, to

keep the course which one was steering during a canoe voyage in a

constant relation to the wind. But the consciousness of the Poly-

nesian conceived the meaning of the instrument otherwise. To his

mind it was a device for securing favorable winds by means of in-

cantations. Having thus classified the winds, one applied the in-

strument in practice by stopping the various holes which represented

the unfavorable winds, by leaving open the hole for the favorable

wind to blow through, and by then pronouncing the proper incan-

tations. Here once more the magic arts of forbidding and per-

mitting taught the voyager to observe closely, and to classify

sharply the facts of nature.

The relations of positive and negative omens and spells to the

beginnings of exact science are obvious enough in a vast range of

other and very familiar phenomena. Charts, diagrams and sacred

instruments used for purposes of divination and for the ordering of

ceremonies to produce counter-charms„are found all over the world.

Thev tend, especially as culture grows complex, towards a type of

structure of which chess boards, magic squares, astrological dia-

"Gill. Myths and Songs from the South Pacific, pp. 319-322. Similar in-

struments seem to be in question, from time to time in White's accounts.
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grams, the list of the signs of the zodiac, tables of sacred names.

calendars, and other tabular forms furnish a sufficient reminder.

If my space permitted, it would be easy to present an impressive

array of such objects at this point; but my present purpose lies in

indicating- their psychical origin, and in pointing out their common
character and their value for the development of exact conceptions.

All such tables, as they appear in pre-scientific thought, have in

their origin something to do either with divination or with charms

or spells to ward off evils and to compel good omens. Now the

common character of these objects is that they exhibit an elaborately

classified structure. Their origin is psychologically explicable. I

think, in terms of the fact that when one seeks for decisive answers,

"yes" and "no," to practical questions, or for spells to force a deci-

sion, "yes" or "no." upon one's social or natural world, one is first

led to draw sharp lines between the friendly and the unfriendly in

nature, the lucky and the unlucky in occurrences, the way to suc-

cess and the way to failure in one's own life. Then one is led to

scrutinize closely the various facts of nature and of art to find the

signs corresponding to these "yes" and "no" distinctions. The re-

sult is that one forms the habit of defining classes with sharp bound-

arv lines. As nature is slow in furnishing directly such classes.

readv-made, one proceeds to make them artificially, by constructing

diagrams for divination. But one is eager to adjust these diagrams

to the observed phenomena of nature. Hence one looks for guid-

ance to the more stately and regular natural processes, such as

especiallv favor exact description in terms of class distinctions.

The result is important for the early development of the science of

numbers, as the magic squares and similar devices show.

The same process gives rise to astrology, astrology gives birth

to astronomy ; and thus exact science develops out of that form of

categorizing ])hen<)mena which divination especially favors. Prac-

tical decisions, with their shar]) distinctions between "yes" and "no."

teach man to look for what sympathetic magic alone would never

have taught him, namely for the signs of precision, detiniteness,

exact order, ;ind negatix (.'In' definable law in nature. .\s symi)a-

thetic magic led man dimly to feel the unity of the cosmos, so

divination and tabu, calling attention to the negative aspect of

things, helped man in the ])re-scientific stage to begin to comprehend

the articulation of things and to approach the C(Miception of exact

law.




